
Proof-Theoreti versus Model-TheoretiConsequenePeter Shroeder-Heister
1. The model-theoreti viewBy `modeltheoreti onsequene' we mean logial onsequene explainedin terms of models. Aording to the standard reading given to it byTarski, whih is related to ideas already developed by Bolzano, a senteneA follows logially from a set of sentenes M , iff every model of M is amodel of A, symboliallyM � A ,df (8M) [ (8B 2M)(M � B) ) M � A ℄:Thus onsequene is transmission of truth from the premisses to theonlusion, where `transmission' is understood in the simple delarativesense of lassial impliation: if the premisses are true (in a modeltheoreti struture), then so is the onlusion. This means in partiularthat truth is oneptually prior to onsequene, as the latter is explainedin terms of the former. Using a more traditional terminology, we mightsay that the ategorial onept of truth is oneptually prior to the hypothetial onept of onsequene.Prooftheoreti onsequene is normally understood as derivability ina formal system. A sentene A is derivable from a set of sentenes M ina formal system K if it an be generated from elements of M using theaxioms and inferene rules of K, formallyM `K A:The justi�ation of inferene or dedution in K is then ahieved by showing that the primitive rules of K are orret, so that a derivation in Kestablishes a valid onsequene, formallyM `K A ) M � A:
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188 Peter Shroeder-HeisterIf also the onverse (i.e., ompleteness) holds, we an be sure that theprooftheoreti onsequene relation mathes the modeltheoreti one.Therefore, from the modeltheoreti point of view, inferene as the ativity of drawing onlusions aording to ertain rules is justi�ed interms of modeltheoreti onsequene.Looking in more detail at the notion of truth in a modeltheoretistruture and realizing that it is explained with referene to individualonstants as denoting objets in the onsidered domain, and to prediates as denoting nary relations over that domain, we might laim thatdenotation is even more fundamental: We use the onept of denotation to explain truth, and we use the onept of truth to explain logialonsequene. However, truth an be alternatively explained in terms ofvaluations of atomi sentenes, leading to a substitutional interpretationof quanti�ers. Nonetheless, even in suh a `nominalisti' approah, truthis the fundamental building stone of onsequene and therefore the basisof the justi�ation of inferene.2. Proof-theoreti onsequeneThere has always been a different view, aording to whih inferene isthe basi onept on whih semantis should be based. In the philosophyof language this is the entral tenet of the `meaningasuse'appraoh thatemanated espeially from the philosophy of the later Wittgenstein (although it is by no means tied to `Wittgensteinianism'). In modern philosophy it has beome an ingredient of Brandom's inferentialism (Brandom,2000). An inferential approah annot be based on derivability in a formalsystem, sine there are no a priori grounds as to whih formal system tohoose. Thus prooftheoreti approahes to logial onsequene do notinvert the relationship between formal derivability and semanti entailment. This relationship remains as it was, with orretness and ompleteness being desirable features of formal systems. They rather raftthe semanti onept of onsequene in terms of proofs, where proofsare no longer understood exlusively as formal derivations, but as de�ning the meaning of logial onstants and providing evidene for assertions. As examples we onsider the BrouwerHeytingKolmogorov (BHK)explanation of the logial onstants and prooftheoreti semantis in theDummettPrawitz tradition.



Proof-theoreti versus model-theoreti onsequene 1892.1. BHK semantisWe present a simpli�ed piture of a omplex and by no means uniform�eld of ideas (see (Troelstra & Dalen, 1988)). The BHK explanation ofthe meaning of the logial onstants is given in terms of onstrutions orproofs. Given a notion of proof for atomi formulas, whih provides theatomi base of the de�nition,� a proof of A^B is a pair onsisting of a proof of A and a proof ofB,� a proof of A_B is a pair (0; a), where a is a proof of A, or a pair(1; a), where a is a proof of B,� a proof of A ! B is a onstrution whih onverts eah proof ofA into a proof of B,� a proof of 8xA(x) is a onstrution whih for eah objet (number)n onstruts a proof of A(n),� a proof of 9xA(x) is a pair (n; a), where a is a proof of A(n),� nothing is a proof of ?.A formula A is then valid (with respet to an atomi base), if a proof anbe given for it, and A follows logially from B, if B ! A is valid for anyatomi base. Here, as usual in onstrutive theories, we only onsider�nite sets of premisses, whih an be represented by a onjuntion offormulas. The differene to the modeltheoreti notion of onsequene isat least threefold:1. Instead of lassial strutures, atomi bases onsisting of proofs areonsidered. (This may be related to a lassial valuation base forsubstitutional quanti�ation.)2. The meaning explanation of the logial onstants is onstrutivist.Espeially the meaning of impliation and universal quanti�ationdeviates from the truthonditional perspetive by using, at themetalinguisti level, the notion of a onstrutive proedure (`onstrution') whih generates a proof either from another proof (inthe ase of impliation) or from a term (in the ase of universalquanti�ation). (If this is interpreted using reursive funtions, itleads to notions of reursive realizability.)3. Logial onsequene refers to this notion of a onstrutive proedure, whereas in the modeltheoreti ase, just the lassial `if. . .then' is employed in the metalanguage.



190 Peter Shroeder-HeisterNonetheless, however important the differene between the lassial andthe onstrutivist approah may be, this is only a partial hange of perspetive. As in the lassial ase we are still working with an abstratnotion of struture without any real inferene being involved. The onstrutions onsidered are entities built up by ertain operations suh aspairing and funtion abstration, whih form the ontext with respet towhih formulas are evaluated, quite in analogy to the modeltheoreti notion of truth. They may at best be viewed as proof objets, i.e., entitiesthat verify propositions. Proponents of onstrutive semantis are awareof this, as the following quotation from (Kreisel, 1962) shows:`. . . we give a formal semanti foundation for intuitionisti formalsystems in terms of the abstrat theory of onstrutions. This isanalogous to the semanti foundation for lassial systems [referene to Tarski℄ in terms of abstrat set theory.' (198f.)With respet to formal derivations, this sort of semantis leads to the samequestions as lassial semantis, espeially to the question of ompleteness(whih is a subtle point in onstrutive semantis, see (Artëmov, 2001) andthe referenes therein).2.2. Proof-theoreti semantis in the Dummett-Prawitz tradi-tionThe approah pursued by Dummett and Prawitz (Dummett, 1991; Prawitz,1973, 2006) in what they all `theory of meaning' (we prefer the term`prooftheoreti semantis', as it seems to us to apture exatly what isintended [see (Kahle & ShroederHeister, 2006)℄) promises to be expliitlyinferentialist as it refers to basi inferenes as de�ning the meaning oflogial onstants. Following Gentzen's laim that the introdution inferenes in natural dedution may be viewed as de�nitions, and the elimination inferenes as a sort of onsequenes thereof (Gentzen, 1934/35),they onsider introdution rules for logial onstants as basi meaninggiving inferenes whih are `selfjustifying', whereas all other inferenesare justi�ed as valid by referene to them. This is ahieved by philosophially reinterpreting and generalizing ertain prooftheoreti results,whih were originally developed in the ontext of theories of (weak andstrong) normalization. The prooftheoreti result that a losed proof redues to a proof in introdution form is interpreted as a philosophialondition for a proof to be valid (alled the `fundamental assumption' byDummett). A losed proof in introdution form would then be a diretproof, whereas a losed proof not in introdution form would be a proofby indiret means whih is justi�ed if it an be redued (transformed)



Proof-theoreti versus model-theoreti onsequene 191to a diret proof. This yields a taxonomy of diret and indiret proofsfollowing the philosophial idea that a proposition an be either veri�eddiretly, or established indiretly by relying on ertain transformationproedures. Tehnially this means that we must distinguish between aproof struture D, whih is a treelike arrangement of propositions whihlooks like a proof but is not generated by spei� rules, and a justi�ationJ , whih is a proof redution system in the sense that J an be appliedto proof strutures yielding new proof strutures. A proof struture D isthen valid, i.e., represents a proof, if it either uses de�nitional means toderive its onlusion (introdution rules) or an be redued to this formusing the justi�ation J .This leads to a de�nition of validity of proofs , whih in the propositional ase runs as follows, where J is a justi�ation of the indiated kind,S is an atomi base of proofs of atomi formulas (whih may be givenby an atomi prodution system), a `anonial' proof is a proof strutureusing an introdution rule in the last step, and an `open'/`losed' proof isa proof depending/not depending on assumptions, respetively.De�nition (Validity of proofs with respet to J and S, in shorthJ ; Si-validity).(i) Every losed proof in S is hJ ; Sivalid.(ii) A losed anonial proof is hJ ; Sivalid, if its immediate subproofsare hJ ; Sivalid.(iii) A losed nonanonial proof is hJ ; Sivalid, if it redues by meansof J to a hJ ; Sivalid anonial proof.(iv) An open proof A1 : : : AnDB is hJ ; Sivalid, if for every list of losedhJ ; Sivalid proofs � D1A1 ; : : : ; DnAn �, the proof D1 DnA1 : : : AnDB ishJ ; Sivalid.Now a notion of onsequene with respet to J and S an be de�ned asfollows:



192 Peter Shroeder-HeisterA1; : : : ; An �hJ ;Si B holds if there is an open proof A1 : : : AnDB suhthat for all S and for eah list of valid losed proofs � D1A1 ; : : : ; DnAn �,the proof D1 DnA1 : : : AnDB is hJ ; Sivalid.We obtain logial onsequene A1; : : : ; An � B, if there is a J suh thatthe relation A1; : : : ; An �hJ ;Si B holds for every S. (For further detailssee (ShroederHeister, 2006).)At �rst sight, this looks like a genuine improvement over the BHKway of de�ning validity, as there now seems to be a relationship to atualinferene. We are dealing with real proof strutures and transformationson them. However, looking more arefully at this notion, we realize thatit does not go beyond onstrutive semantis in the BHK tradition. Thisis due to what may be alled the trivialization problem. Every proofstruture A1 : : : AnDBwhih is valid with respet to some justi�ation J , an be replaed withthe onestep proof struture A1 : : : AnAwhih is valid with respet to a justi�ation J 0, if J 0 is de�ned in suh away that for this onestep proof, J 0 generates exatly the result whih Jgenerates for D. This means that every inferential ontent present in theproof struture D an be put into the justi�ation onsidered, so that for(logial) onsequene only onestep proofs need to be taken into aount.Moreover, the proof redution that operates on the premiss proofs DiAi isnot neessarily a redution in the `natural' sense, whih would onstruta new proof struture by rearranging parts of the given proof strutures,but simply a funtion that produes a proof of the onlusion withoutneessarily referring to the premiss proofs. Suppose there is a proof DAwhih is valid with respet to J , then any proof D0A is valid with respet



Proof-theoreti versus model-theoreti onsequene 193to J 0, where J 0 just replaes D with D0 and is otherwise like J . So, inpriniple, a redution may `invent' an appropriate proof struture. Thistrivializes the idea of a proof redution system. What remains is justthe notion of a (onstrutive) proedure whih delivers a proof strutureof the onlusion given one of the premisses, but not `onstruting ' onefrom those in any natural sense of the word. A justi�ation J is a sortof abstrat `realizer' losely related to the strutures onsidered in BHKsemantis. If by hJ ; Si � A we denote that J generates a valid losedproof of A (with respet to S), then the prooftheoreti notion of logialonsequene amounts to the following:A1; : : : ; An � B iff there is a J suh that for every S and all J 1; : : : ;J nthe following holds:If hJ 1; Si � A1; : : : ; hJ n; Si � An; then hJ ; Si � B:From this point of view, prooftheoreti semantis in the DummettPrawitz tradition is nothing but a variant of BHK semantis. (It shouldbe noted that Prawitz (Prawitz, 1985) is fully aware of the trivializationproblem and the problem of demarating his prooftheoreti semantisfrom onstrutive semantis in general.)3. The dogma of standard semantisIn spite of the fundamental differenes between the modeltheoreti andthe onstrutive and prooftheoreti approahes to logial onsequene,they have two ideas in ommon:1. the assumption that a ategorial onept is primary to the hypothetial onept of onsequene: in the lassial ase this is the notionof truth in a modeltheoreti struture, while in the prooftheoretiase this is validity with respet to a onstrution or justi�ation;2. the transformational view of onsequene: in the lassial ase thisis the transmission of truth in a struture, while in the onstrutiveor prooftheoreti ase this is the transmission of validity from thepremisses to the onlusion of an inferene.We all these (interrelated) assumptions the dogma of standard semantis,as it underlies both standard modeltheoreti and standard prooftheoretisemantis (ShroederHeister & Contu, 2005). If we denote onstrutive orprooftheoreti strutures by C; : : : and validity with respet to suh a



194 Peter Shroeder-Heisterstruture by C � A, then onstrutive and prooftheoreti onsequene ismodelled asA1; : : : ; An � A ,df(8C)[(C1 � A1) & : : : & (Cn j= An) ) f(C1; : : : ;Cn) � B℄where f is a onstrutive transformation generating a struture that validates the onlusion from strutures that validate the premisses. Although there are important differenes to the lassial piture, not onlyin the way onstrutive strutures are de�ned, but espeially in the formof the transformation f , we would like to emphasize the unifying featurewhih is the de�nition of hypothetial onsequene by means of the transmission of a ategorial onept of validity. This is not bad in itself. However, the �xation on onsequene as truthtransmission bloks the waytowards a onept whih is really based on inferene and deserves thename `inferential semantis'. Along with this �xation a partiular viewof dedution is assoiated, namely the emphasis on forward reasoning.If speial emphasis is put on introdution rules, then the way by meansof whih a onlusion is established is highlighted, not the assumptionsfrom whih they are obtained. In DummettPrawitzstyle prooftheoretisemantis losed (= assumptionfree) proofs are primary and assumptionsare onsidered to be plaeholders for losed proofs. An inferene fromA is valid if the proof obtained by replaing A with a losed proof of Ais valid. This is a striking asymmetry: Whereas onlusions are distinguished aording to their logial form and spei� introdution rules aregiven to introdue them, assumptions are nothing but open plaes.This view is intimately related to the hoie of natural dedution as thebasi model of reasoning. To natural dedution the bias towards forwardreasoning is inherent. There are attempts at dualizing prooftheoretisemantis by taking elimination rules as a starting point. However, apartfrom the fat that these approahes have not been suf�iently worked outso far (they are problemati in the ase of `indiret' elimination rules suhas those for disjuntion or existential quanti�ation), they would �nallyarrive at a dual problem, with onlusions (rather than assumptions) notbeing given appropriate attention.4. Way out: De�nitional reasoning in sequent styleIf we want to give up the dogma of standard semantis and with it theplaeholder view of assumptions and the primay of losed over open



Proof-theoreti versus model-theoreti onsequene 195proofs, we have to hoose a different model of reasoning. Fortunately,suh a model is at hand with Gentzen's sequent alulus. Philosophiallyinterpreted, the sequent alulus with its symmetri treatment of the leftand right hand sides overomes the �xation towards forward reasoning.An assertion of a sequent �`A may be viewed as an assertion of a proposition A with respet to assumptions �, so from its very beginning itis built on the parity of assumptions and assertion. The sequent alulusis often viewed as a metaalulus of natural dedution. This is, however,a misleading haraterization, as the rules operating on the left side haveno diret analogue in natural dedution. One might, of ourse, hangethe onept of natural dedution in suh a way that it gains basi featuresof the sequent alulus (whih might then be alled sequent alulus innatural�dedution style). This would lead to a system in whih major premisses of elimination rules only our in top position. It would be verymuh in the spirit of our enterprise here, but it must be lear that this isnot natural dedution in the standard sense (ShroederHeister, 2004).So our idea is to onsider reasoning to be something that starts withsimple onsequene statements A`A and then re�nes suh statementseither to the left or to the right side by means of ertain inferene priniples. Therefore, in a sense, our proposal towards a proper prooftheoretisemantis is to prolaim the idea of diret aess to the onsequene relation (in the form of a sequent) from the very beginning. At this point itshould be mentioned that ut�`A A;�`B�;�`Bis not a rule that must be eliminable at any prie, or perhaps even a rulethat one has to aknowledge as primitive. It is intimately onneted to theplaeholder view of assumptions whih orresponds to uts of the form`A1 : : : `An A1; : : : ; An `B`B :Now where do the sequentstyle inferene rules ome from? Our ideais to onsider the ontent of reasoning to be given by an external de�nition and the appropriate reasoning rules to be based on it. Inspired bylogi programming, we assume that suh a de�nition is a list of lauses



196 Peter Shroeder-Heisterof the form
D
8>>>>>>>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

a1 ( B11...a1 ( B1m1...an ( Bn1...an ( Bnmnwhere the ai are atomi formulas (`atoms') and the Bij are lists of atoms.As suh a system of lauses is nothing but an indutive de�nition, wemay view our approah as a theory of indutive de�nitions. If we allowBij to ontain impliations, we enter the area of nomonotoni indutivede�nitions. In the general ase, the Bij may be arbitrary �rstorder formulas.These de�nitions are then put into ation by ertain inferene rules,notably right introdution and left introdution rules for formulas beingde�ned. The whole approah is alled `de�nitional reasoning', with theright and left rules being alled `de�nitional losure' and `de�nitionalre�etion', respetively. (This terminology as well as the basi idea ofde�nitional re�etion is due to Hallnäs (Hallnäs, 1991, 2006).) De�nitional losure is reasoning along the de�nitional lauses aording to thepriniple � ` Bij� ` ai (` ai)whereas de�nitional re�etion proeeds aording to the shema�; Bi1 ` C : : : �; Bimi ` C�; ai ` C (ai ` )This rule says that everything that follows from all de�ning onditions ofai, follows from ai itself. (Here we are just onsidering the propositionalase without individual variables.) It interprets the extremal lause sometimes given in indutive de�nitions: `There is no further lause de�ningai '. It is alled `de�nitional re�etion' as it involves a step of re�etionupon the de�nition as a whole. Obviously, it is nonmonotoni in thesense that extending the de�nition may alter the rule (sine premissesmay have to be added), whereas de�nitional losure is monotone in thesense that adding a de�nitional lause leads to further derivation rules,



Proof-theoreti versus model-theoreti onsequene 197but leaves the existing rules intat (for a further disussion see (ShroederHeister, 1993)).So our general piture of prooftheoreti onsequene is that of a philosophially interpreted sequent system whih desribes the reasoning withrespet to a given de�nition. Reasoning is twosided from the very beginning: It affets both assertions and assumptions in the form of losureand re�etion rules, respetively.5. Further topisWe mention a few points indiating in whih diretion these ideas an beextended:Reasoning with individual variables. If we onsider de�nitional systems in whih individual variables may our (whih is indispensablefor signi�ant appliations), we are lead to priniples of de�nitional re�etion of various strengths. This leads into the area of inversion priniples for rulebased systems, a �eld initiated by Lorenzen in the 1950s(ShroederHeister, 2007).Funtions and funtionals. More tehnial appliations of the ideaof de�nitional re�etion result in general priniples for the de�nition ofreursive funtions and de�nitions of funtions of higher types (funtionals) (Hallnäs, 2006).Computational interpretation. Using appropriate priniples for thereasoning with variables, we may develop systems wih answer hypothetial queries of the form (?�) �� `A�for a given sequene �`A by omputing bindings for variables. Thisgives rise to logi programming systems with hypothetial queries andde�nitional re�etion (Hallnäs & ShroederHeister, 1990/91).Substrutural issues. As our approah is based on the sequent alulus, questions of struturing assumptions are a natural topi. We maydistinguish between different ways of assoiating the premisses of definitional lauses, yielding substruturally different rules of de�nitionallosure and de�nitional re�etion (ShroederHeister, 1991).Assumption and denial. The idea of de�nitional re�etion is not on�ned to the reasoning with assumptions. It has a natural interpretationwhen we onsider `diret' negation in the form of a denial operator. Ifexpliit denial lauses are allowed to our in the de�nitional base alongwith assertion lauses, we may use de�nitional re�etion to express thatdenying all de�ning onditions of an assertion leads to a denial, and



198 Peter Shroeder-Heisterdenying all de�ning onditions of a denial leads to an assertion. This results in systems with various forms of negation and might even be usedin extensions of logi programming (ShroederHeister, 2008).6. ConlusionOur prooftheoreti notion of onsequene, whih does not depend onnotions like `truth' or `onstrution' or `validity', is based on a hange ofperspetive: We do not primarily reason towards a onlusion, nor dowe primarily reason from ertain premisses, but always fous on the fullonsequene relation. We assert something while at the same time assuming something, and, in a step of reasoning, an extend the onsequenestatement we have already established either in the diretion of a newassertion or in the diretion of a new assumption, both with respet to agiven de�nition.Peter ShroederHeisterUniversität TübingenWilhelmShikardInstitut für InformatikSand 13727 06 Tübingen, Germanypsh�informatik.unituebingen.dehttp://wwwls.informatik.unituebingen.de/pshReferenesArtëmov, S. (2001). Expliit provability and onstrutive semantis.Bulletin of Symboli Logi , 7 , 1�36.Brandom, R. B. (2000). Artiulating Reasons: An Introdution toInferentialism. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press.Dummett, M. (1991). The Logial Basis of Metaphysis. London:Dukworth.Gentzen, G. (1934/35). Untersuhungen über das logishe Shließen.Mathematishe Zeitshrift , 39 , 176�210, 405�431. (English translationin M. E. Szabo (Ed.), The Colleted Papers of Gerhard Gentzen.Amsterdam: North Holland (1969), 68�131)
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